Pumps & Filters
Specialized solution for
hot water filtration system

www.waterco.com.my

Hi-Temp Series Filters
HIGH TEMPERATURE SIDE MOUNT FIBREGLASS FILTERS

Waterco’s digitally controlled filament winding machine faultlessly winds
continuous strands of high quality fibreglass filament under controlled
tension filament to create a seamless one-piece vessel with refined
consistency and superior quality. There are no welds or seams or special
tank linings which can corrode or electrolyse.
Maximum Temperature : 70 °C
Pressure rated at 400kPa
Heat resistant lateral and
plumbing kit
Suitable for hot spring,
massage spa and other
application where hot water
filtration system is needed

FRP Top Manhole Cover - New!

Water savings up to 30%
Ideal for low powered and
energy efficient pumps
Corrosion and UV resistant
Additional protection with
Vinylester coating on internal
layer of hi-strength fibreglass
body
Fish Tail lateral system hydraulically balanced flow
and backwashing

Waterco’s new FRP top manhole cover provide reliable access to the
filter vessel for inspections and cleaning. The cover is constructed out
of fibreglass for hot water application, all models will come with the
new FRP top manhole cover by default.
Superior strength
High pressure & impact resistance
Specifications

Filtration flow rate is based on 36m3/hr/m2 ; Max flow rate is based on a velocity of 48m3/hr/m2

Dimension - Hi-Temp Side Mount (mm)

All figure tolerance 1%; Subject to modification

Hi-Temp Series Pumps
HIGH TEMPERATURE HYDROSTORM PLUS PUMPS

The Hydrostorm plus Hi-Temp has
all the proven features of the
Hydrostorm with the addition of an
innovative lid & lock ring for easier
maintenance and a larger strainer
basket for increased capacity.
Maximum Temperature : 70 °C
Heat resistant engineering
plastic
Suitable
for
hot
spring,
massage
spa
and
other
application where hot water
transfer system is needed
CPVC quick connect union
fitted
2.25 L strainer basket

- High Head

Specifications

*Seawater application mechanical seal for salinity up to 50000ppm or 5% salinity

Dimension

Site Installation - Hi-Temp Series
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